TC Souvenirs for Sale

- Insulated Lunch Bags • $5.65
- Sports Bag • $5.00
- Tote Bags • $2.95
- Beer Stein • $5.00
- Large Mug • $12.98
- Small Mug • $5.00
- 4G Flashdrive • $8.49
- Phone Charging Banks • $10.25
- Phone Wallet • $2.25
- TC Wallet w/ ID Window • $3.00
- Water Bottles • $6.59
- Thermal Travel Mug • $6.59
- White Mug • $5.00
- White Mug • $5.00
- TC Decal or Sticker (white print on clear background, 9 x 3 in) • $2.78
- TC Umbrella • $16.98
- TC Lanyard • $2.25
- Key Rings • $7.00
- Bumper Sticker (2 x 17 in) • $7.75
- Lion Key/Backpack Ring • $6.75
- Teddy Bear • $23.98
- Rubber Luggage Tag • $5.00
- Arches Mask • $13.33 per mask
- Plain Blue Mask • $13.33 per mask
- Business Card Cases • $18.49
For Reading and Writing

- TC Journal: $5.98
- TC Metal Bookmark: $8.67
- Glossy Pocket Folders: $2.98
- 1-Subject Notebook: $5.98
- Small Lined Notebooks: $3.98
- Linen Folders: $1.75
- Stylus Pens: 75¢
- Future Comes First Pens: 50¢
New in Summer/Fall 2022

TC Pride Caps • $22.98

Bibs • $13.98

Onesies • $19.98
(Sizes: 3 mo. and 6 mo.)

Toddler Tee Shirt • $15.98
(Sizes: 2T and 4T)

Ladies’ Polo • $27.98
(Sizes: XS–4XL)

Unisex Polo • $29.98
(Sizes: S–3XL)

TC Boat Tote • $27.98

Alumni License Plate Frame • $21 or 2 for $37

TC Backpacks • $69.98